Infinite

Words and music by Nelson Green
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When stars shine they illuminate

When stars shine they illuminate

Heaven When love shines it illuminates the soul When stars

Heaven When love shines it illuminates the soul When stars
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fall, the night sky darkens. In deep-est night, may love burn bright-er fall, the night sky darkens. In deep-est night, may love burn bright-er

May we be just as in-fi-nite May we

still. Mmm In-fi-nite

still. Mmm In-fi-nite
be just as infinite May we be just as
be just as infinite May we be just as
Mmm infinite Mmm
Mmm infinite Mmm
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infinite May we be infinite May we be
infinite May we be infinite May we be
Infinite May we be
Infinite May we be
sight accel.
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A tempo
Moon As the Stars
Moon As the Stars
Moon Stars Infinite
Moon Stars Infinite

When stars
When stars
Infinite Infinite Infinite
Infinite Infinite Infinite
Infinite Infinite Infinite
shine they illuminate Heaven
When love

Stars shine in Heaven and when

Stars

shines it illuminates the soul
When stars

shines it illuminates the soul
When stars

love shines illuminates the soul
When stars

Love

Soul
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fall the night sky darkens In deepest
fall the night sky darkens In deepest
fall night darkens in

Fall Darkens
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night, may love burn brighter still. May we
night, may love burn brighter still. May we
night burn
night burn still
night burn burn still